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Corsair Gaming K95 RGB
PLATINUM Mechanical
Keyboard, Cherry MX

Brown, Black (CH-9127012-
NA) and Corsair Gaming

MM800 RGB Polaris Mouse
Pad

$229.99
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Short Description

CORSAIR K95 RGB PLATINUM features CHERRY MX Brown keyswitches backed by a lightweight aluminum
frame.

Description

CORSAIR K95 RGB PLATINUM features CHERRY MX Brown keyswitches backed by a lightweight aluminum
frame. 8MB profile storage with hardware macro and lighting playback enable profile access independent of
external software. Utilize the 19-zone LightEdge to add to dramatic animations and effects. Take advantage of
the 6 programmable G-keys for in-game macros.100% anti-ghosting with full key rollover on USB ensures
every keystroke translates directly into accurate gameplay. USB pass-through port provides convenient
access to an additional USB port for your mouse or headset. Dedicated volume and multimedia controls
allow you to adjust your audio without interrupting your game.

The MM800 RGB Polaris builds on the foundation of Corsair mouse pads excellence in durability, tracking,
and precision and adds a new level of LED immersion. An integrated USB pass-through port frees up a
valuable USB port on your system. A low friction micro-texture surface combines with ample surface area
(350mm x 260mm x 5mm) for pixel-precise tracking. Use the CUE interface to take control of 15 individual
RGB zones, powered by true PWM lighting to display the most accurate color reproduction, and synchronize
each of the lighting zones with other Corsair RGB products to complete the ultimate gaming setup.

Features

Aircraft grade anodized brushed aluminum frame: Built to withstand a lifetime of gaming. Lightweight
and rugged durability, necessary for a keyboard that's going to see a lot of action
8MB profile storage with hardware macro and lighting playback: Allow access up to three stored
profiles on the go, independent of external software
Dynamic multicolor per key backlighting with Light Edge: Adjust each key's color and illumination level
in addition to 19 zones on the top edge light bar for sophisticated and dramatic animations
100percentage CHERRY MX Brown RGB mechanical key switches: Light tactile feedback for fast
performance and precise timing with less distraction
6 programmable G keys keys for in game macros: Assign single keystrokes or complex multi key
combos to any of the 6 dedicated macro keys
Wrist Rest Included, detachable, dual sided, with soft touch finish
CORSAIR iCUE software enables vivid dynamic lighting control, sophisticated macro programming and
full system lighting synchronization across compatible CORSAIR peripherals, coolers, fans and more
15 zone RGB LED customizable lighting
True PWM lighting technology displays the most accurate color reproduction
Built in USB pass through port for your mouse
Low friction micro textured surface ensures fast, pixel precise tracking
Non slip rubber base, 1.8M braided cable and durable construction
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Additional Information

Brand Corsair

SKU CH-9127012NA

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

Keyboard Style Illuminated

Keyboard Switch Type Mechanical

Switch Type Brown

LED Color RGB

Vendor SKU/EAN 663701830477


